Sustainable travel
Considerations
There are nearly 1 billion tourists globetrotting every year. It's more important than ever to
think about how to minimize our individual impact on our planet's natural and cultural
treasures. Tourism dollars spent in communities help protect and conserve the places we want
to go, but transportation, development, and insensitive sightseeing can harm the very places
and people we want to experience first-hand.

hotel choice

DUring your stay

Do your homework and select a
hotel, B&B, or lodge with
environmentally-friendly
practices.

Even if you're not staying at an
ecolodge there are ways to
make your stay more ecofriendly

Long-distance transportation to
your destination has the biggest
environmental impact in your
travel.

Is it locally owned and
operated? Staffed by local
employees?

Keep your showers short,
conserve water

Stay longer when you fly.
Consider purchasing carbon
emissions offsets for your flight.

Does it have a recycling
program? Aluminum? Plastic?
Paper? Gray water? Composting?
Energy-efficient lighting?
Water-conserving showers and
toilets?
Alternative energy sources wind or solar?

Sightseeing
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Take nothing
photographs.
Leave nothing but footprints.
Use an environmentally-friendly
tour operator. Smaller groups
make less impact. Choose locally
owned operators who give back
to the community.
Hiking? Stay on marked trails.
Keep away from animals. Dispose
of your trash properly.
Buy locally-made souvenirs. Try
the local food.

Transportation

Keep the room temperature
moderate. Shut off the TV,
lights, and electronics.

Consider train travel.

Reuse your sheets and towels.

Choose a small or hybrid rental
car for your road trip. Free
upgrades will use more fuel.

Recycle appropriately.
Use public transportation
instead of taxis or rental cars.

Give your hotel feedback. Show
appreciation for programs
offered. Make suggestions.

Walk or bike.

Destination
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Consider
carefully
whether you
should go at all. Wanting to see a
place of beauty "before it's gone" is
completely understandable - and
part of our nature! But consider
that travel to sensitive sites glacier, bioregions, reefs, and other
places easily disturbed may be
irreparably harmed by the very
people who treasure them.
Over-crowding, over-development,
and over-travel cause lasting
damage. But increased awareness,
personal connection, and financial
investment drives conservation too!

Volunteer
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For some,
service-working
on
vacation is far more rewarding
than sunbathing. Consider a
volunteer vacation.
Find a reputable organization
matching your interests. Do
diligent research. A reputable
organization will use 90-100% of
funds received towards the
program and are usually a nonprofit.
Expect to enact change in the
world and in yourself while
experiencing deep cultural
immersion and making friends.
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